The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2780
“The great fighting power is reduced, and the Great Summer Crisis is coming!”

“It’s time to activate our dead men scattered all over Daxia!”

Give an order.

There are dead men appearing everywhere in Daxia.

“Then what about us? When will we act?”

Lucifer the Clown and the others have long been itchy.

“Don’t worry! Wait for the God of Forbidden Land No. 76 to come out! Let’s make plans!”

“Remember, our opponents are either Daxia and No. 76 forbidden area after losing both! Or it is Daxia’s
two types of existence! Before that, we won’t need us to make a move!”

“Even if your hands are itchy, there is no way!”
Mr. X exhorted.

The Hell Witch couldn’t help asking: “Mr. X has been listening to you about Daxia’s two types of
existence? Are these two types of existence? Really so powerful? It makes the chief priest so jealous…”

Mr. X smiled and said: “Actually, the presence or absence of these two categories is another matter!
They live in legends! I just listen to rumors! I don’t know exactly what they are!

It’s just that the main gods have never come forward, just because they are afraid of these two types of
existence! Even if it is a legend! But in case it really exists! This battle is to see if we can force them out,
right? If there is none, it will be even better! “

Everyone was fascinated.

I also secretly hope that there will not be, but the legend is the best.

“Okay, let me tell you about the two types of existence in the legend of Daxia…”

…

While the core of the Lab of the Gods was waiting.

Daxia is even more messy…

Next, a large number of dead men appeared everywhere in Daxia, and they began to launch various
attacks and destruction.

At the same time, the team that went to the front line to support was also attacked and harassed by a
large number of dead soldiers.

Make it difficult for them to move fast…

Signals for help and support were sent everywhere.

One team after another sent a signal.

Said that they were attacked by the enemy and were unable to move forward.

In particular, the obstacles suffered by the large forces led by Jiang Ye were most obvious.

“Lao Hong! These questions are up to you! Use the secret whistle and secret team to wipe out all the
harassing enemies! Otherwise, my large forces will not be able to go to the front line to support!”

Jiang Ye spoke with Hong Qingcang in person.

This is his task!

It must be done!

“Okay, I’ll do it as soon as possible!”

Hong Qingcang could not guarantee either.

Mainly chaos!

Everything is messed up!

The defense lines outside were breached, and the bases were lost.

The key is now even the city bases inside Daxia are all messed up.

You can’t care about it from end to end!

What’s more terrifying is that the other party seems to know all their deployments and conduct
targeted attacks or sabotage.

It seems that based on the previous information, these giant creatures also seem to know their
firepower configuration, including those weapons stored in bases and various secrets.

They will attack important places accordingly!

They already understood that the previous wave of giant creatures’ attacks were smoke bombs.

All the arrangements of Daxia have been tested out.

It means that all secret weapons and secret bases are transparent to them…

This is a very unfavorable situation!

Bad news!

one by one!

